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 Poker Twister 

A LITTLE HISTORY

The  Archimage  is  quite  a  gamer.  When 
remembering  the  tender  moments  of  his  youth,  
when he was still  an ordinary  human and had to 
earn a living and climb the ladder of society, it was 
quite  common  for  him  to  play  poker.  While  he 
occasionnally used hi magic to cheat, is goal was 
paying  his  bills  and feeding  his  eternal  quest  for 
knowledge.

Feeling  a  bit  nostalgic,  he  has  decided  to 
organize a Poker Twister party. He has teleported 4 
teams of  eight  adventurers  into his labyrinth and 
has opened betting over which team will build the  
best poker hand.

As  usual  he  will  not  fail  to  influence  the  poor  
adventurers with its worst evil spells, even if a team 
achieves a square of Goblins or a full house of Trolls  
over Goblins.

Do  not  rely  on  his  assistance  in  achieving  a 
square  of  Treasures!  That  being  the  ultimate 
reward, he would be very surprised if you make it –  
and, although upset at losing some of his money, 
he would certainly applaud any team to have done 
so.

Number of players : 4

Expansions : This scenario only needs the Basic set and ¾ Players expansion.

DUNGEON MAP

This scenario needs room pairs 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11.
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Mix all the rooms and place them face-down according to the diagram shown.

Teams

Each team will use 8 characters and 6 objects.

Game setup

Each player places 4 characters face-down on his starting line.

Players then place the remaining pawns face-down in the dungeon,  
remembering the maximum capacity of the rooms as indicated in the 
diagram.

SPECIAL RULES

This scenario is played in 4 action cards cycles (4 players * 4 card * 4 circles = 64 turns).

During the game, a player can escape one of his characters across the starting line of any other player. 
Place the escaped character's token in front of your own starting line. This character is not worth any victory 
point, yet.

Any enemy character that is killed has its token placed in front of the starting line of the player who killed it.  
They, also, are not worth any victory points at the moment.

VICTORY CONDITIONS

When the game ends, each player must select 
and  submit  to  his  opponents  a  «  hand »  of  5 
tokens, chosen from the pawns placed in front of 
his  starting  line.  This  set  of  5  tokens  must  be 
selected so as to provide the best possible « poker 
hand ».

This « hand » can include pawns of any color.

A player who has fewer than 5 tokens must  
submit all of his tokens.

You'll find below a list of possible Poker hands 
listed  in  descending  order,  with  illustrated 
examples using Dungeon Twister tokens.

In order  to prevent  a  tie,  tokens have values 
equivalent to those of a deck of cards (Ace, King, 
Queen, Etc.). The Treasure is equivalent to an Ace,  
Troll to a King, all the way down to the Goblin, who 
is equivalent to a six. The image at the top of the 
next  page  shows  all  of  the  characters  in 
descending order.
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If, when assembling his hand, a player realizes that he has one of each character plus the Treasure, he is  
declared the winner – this is equivalent of a Royal Flush.

HANDS

In order of decreasing value : 

The 8 characters + the Treasure

4 identical tokens.

3 identical tokens and 2 identical tokens
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Square

Poker Twister

Full House
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3 identical tokens.

Two different pairs of identical tokens

2 identical tokens

Examples :

Two pairs consisting of Wizards and Goblins is a lower-value than a two pair consisting of Wizards and 
Thiefs, which is less than a two pair of Treasure and Goblins.

If two players have the same combination, compare the rest of the tokens in the hand. 

If there is still a tie, the player with the most pieces in reserve (tokens not used 
to build the hand) is the winner.
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Three of a Kind

Two Pairs

Pair

Nothing
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